
KEN KELLEHER
ARTIST / DESIGNER / SCULPTOR

With over 15 yrs experience in digital I’ve worked with on UX / UI projects with Google and Netflix as well as numerous campaigns, 

apps, websites & digital products. I work with agency teams, directly with clients and startups. Clients include Bank of America, 

National Geographic, Liberty Mutual, Deloitte, PayPal and others. Agencies I’ve worked with include Antler / GYK, Allen & Gerritsen, 

Digitas, Sapient, Fjord, Hill Holiday, Envoy, FuseIdeas and more. Recent startup clients include npm, gabi & Postman. You can see 

my digital design work at anchorball.com. 

INSTAGRAM.COM/ANCHORBALL

DIGITAL DESIGNER

After studying architecture for a year at Miami of Ohio, I wanted to have a more hands on experience in working with material and 

crafting expression through art. I transferred to Alfred University where I studied painting, printmaking, video, photography and 

sculpture. I gravitated to sculpture and printmaking. My main influences initially in art school were the formal steel sculptors David 

Smith, and Anthony Caro, sculptors of the New York School and Abstract Expressionists. For the last 20 years or so, after art school 

I’ve made my living as a digital designer, as I wasn’t able to set up a studio space to make sculpture until a few years ago. 

Since getting back into sculpting 4 years ago my influences have greatly expanded to be more informal, multi material, inspired 

by the likes of Richard Deacon, Phyllida Barlow, Tony Cragg, as well Franz West, Martin Puryear, Jay Kelly, Mel Kendrick Thomas 

Kiesewetter & Misha Kahn. Less limited by specific materials I feel open to explore work in many forms, material and formats. I still 

seek to master the craft, but I don’t want to limit my creative exploration or ideas based on a specific material.

ARTIST

EXHIBIT & ART RELATED HISTORY

1987  Project Show, Exploded Drawing / Miami University of Ohio

Created my first sculpture show which was a spontaneous construction of over 35 chair / desk combinations as a representation of an exploded 
view of an architectural drawing. The work was site specific and of limited duration. I had to call my professors to review it at about 11:30pm the 
night I made the piece because they had classes in the classroom the next day. 

1990  Hudson Studio, Fine Art Foundry in Niverville, NY

I work for the summer at Hudson Studio, Fine Art Foundry in Niverville, NY, as an art foundry apprentice. We work on pieces for Anthony Caro 
and William Tucker. Anthony Caro’s US studio is close to the shop and half of the building is shared by his main assistant at the time, John 
Isherwood, who is making larger pieces in steel and concrete. We often share lunch with his other lead assistant John Hock. I learn how to chase 
textures in bronze and am exposed to many pieces by Tucker and Caro.    

1991  Senior Show, Alfred University

Exhibited 7 large scale sculptures, with the largest being 25 ft tall, and all of them being transported and installed in the sculpture courtyard with 
a small crane. Additionally I had a series of small table size pieces as well. The large pieces were steel and wood, with the larger pieces being 
bolted together on-site. I sold 2 pieces, a table site piece to the dean of the art school, and a large piece to a local collector. It paid for a 3 week 
visit to Florence, Italy.

1992  Travel, Florence Italy 

Travel to Florence Italy with the money I made from my sculpture. I spend 3 weeks touring galleries and museums of Florence and Rome, Italy.

2000  Outdoor Sculpture Show, Kent Moses Museum 

I was juried into the Kent Moses Museum Outdoor Sculpture Show in Exeter NH, curated by John Knapp in the summer of 2000. I approached 
a local scrapyard to see if they would allow me to come in and weld pieces during their off hours, they agreed. I created a series of 3 to 4 large,  
and a few smaller / midrange sculptures for the show. After the exhibit I was invited to show the work at Mill Pond Gallery in Concord NH.

2000 - 2001  Mill Pond Gallery, Concord NH 

Exhibited 4 large steel, and steel & wood sculptures from the autumn of 2000 to spring of 2001.

2001 - 2014  Hiatus 

Since I didn’t have a space to make sculpture, I concentrated on making a living as a designer. I had a passion to make sculpture still, but had to 
wait until I had space.

Summer 2014 to present  Sculpture Resumes, Rehoboth Farm, NH

My wife and I buy a farm in the summer of 2014. The barn includes a large metal outbuilding with about 1200 sf of studio space. I resume making 
sculpture. Current work can be seen on my site. In addition to making work in the studio I begin to make digital renderings of series of sculptures 
as potential commission or public art pieces and installations.
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This page features ideas I have for various sculptural series and commissions. They can be created for an public or private 

art series or space, or created in collaboration with an a brand as an awareness campaign or amplification. These are just 

a small sample of my ideas and designs. I’m open to collaboration. I’m actively seeking corporate or private sponsorship to 

produce these. You can see more of these on my site at www.kenkelleher.com/future/
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